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PREFACE
This book is intended for those individuals looking for an overview of the
Hadoop ecosystem. It intends to describe what each of the major Hadoop
components are and how they interact with one another.
Throughout this book, we work through the major phases of the big data
pipeline:
● Ingestion (ETL / ELT)
● Data storage
● Data Analysis
● Hadoop cluster management
● Data security
● Data governance
This book will continue to develop throughout 2018 and you will always be
able to access the latest version of the book at www.netshock.co.uk.
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BIG DATA
OVERVIEW

1

WHAT EXACTLY IS BIG
DATA?
‘What exactly is Big Data?’ is a much harder question to answer than it
may seem. While the term ‘Big Data’ is used by loads of people and
everybody will tell you that they’re experienced handling Big Data;
there is no real definition of what it really is or what criteria data needs
to meet to be considered as ‘big’.
So it seems that the term is very much open to interpretation and
nothing demonstrates that better than one of my colleagues who asked
me whether we had capacity to support his ‘Big Data’. When delving
into the detail; I found that he had 4 CSVs, each of which would be
10MB per day so over the course of a year, he would have 14.6GB of
data, which to me, is very small.
So why then did my colleague think that it was a bigger undertaking
than it was? I came to the conclusion that the definition of Big Data was
driven by the individual or organization that was defining it. For my
colleague, he only had Microsoft Excel at his disposal and so analysing
14GB of CSV’s was a big challenge, whereas; I had 250 servers, all
working in parallel to crunch numbers and analyse data for me. The
two of us therefore had very different definitions for the same term.
We could say that for data to be considered as ‘Big Data’, it needs to
be:
- Sourced from multiple data sources with different processing
needs, for example: files, images and databases.
- Generated frequently enough that we need some kind of real
time data processing.
- Be large enough to cause an organization headaches.
Vague? Yes. Let’s firm it up some more.
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Big Data can be defined through the use of the 6 V’s. They are
Volume, Variety, Velocity, Veracity, Valence and Value.
Let’s start with volume - it’s the one most spoken about and the one
that we can all relate to. Volume is the size of the data, the greater the
volume, the greater our data accessibility, storage and query
challenges are. As part of our Big Data initiative, we aren’t looking to
control the volume of data we analyse; our goal is to ingest it all,
analyse it as efficiently as possible and gain maximum organizational
insight.
Next we have variety. This refers to the different types of data ingest
into the Big Data cluster. For example, images, audio, text, video.
When we ask how heterogeneous our data is, we’re asking how much
variety there is in the data we ingest. With variety, comes great
complexity.
The speed at which we consume data into the cluster is the velocity.
Imagine we had two Hadoop clusters. Both were going to receive
100GB of data. One of them, was going to receive that 100GB within 1
hour and the other was going to have the data drip fed to it over the
next month. The two clusters would have entirely different architectures
and entirely different capabilities. The speed (or velocity) of the data
impacts the design decisions we make greatly.
Another factor that makes our lives as Big Data architects particularly
challenging is the veracity of the data. We can think of Veracity as the
uncertainty of data. That is, how reliable is the data? Can we trust it to
make informed decisions? Data with low quality brings about all sorts
of challenges in the Big Data space. Generally, veracity is linked to
user generated data which is often of lower quality than
system-generated data.
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The 5th V of Big Data is valence. This is the connectedness of data.
That is, the fraction of data that is actually connected to other items vs
the total possible connections.
So, if we were to assign one word to each of the V’s to make them
easy to remember, we would assign:
●
●
●
●
●

Variety: Complexity
Volume: Size
Velocity: Speed
Valence: Connectedness
Veracity: Quality

Let’s loop back to our definition then. Maybe the best way to describe
Big Data is: “If each of the 5 V’s causes your organisation significant
difficulty, you have Big Data”.
Many of the difficulties that the V’s can cause us, can be combated
through parallelization, which is the ability to split a job across multiple
machines, which work in parallel to increase the performance of a Big
Data system. We have two types of parallelisation: data and task.
I like to think about parallelization like a job in the kitchen. If you had
100 potatoes, 100 carrots and 100 onions to cut, it would take a single
person many hours to complete. If however, we had three people
working in parallel, we could cut the time to complete.
Data parallelisation is where we run the same function on the same
dataset across multiple nodes (servers) while task parallelization is
where we run many functions across many nodes and potentially
different datasets at the same time.
The below diagram shows this concept nicely. You can see that in the
left image, we have three nodes, one is running task one; the next is
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running task two and the final is handling task three. At the end of the
process, all the results are aggregated together.
With the data parallelisation example (on the right) we have task one
being handled by all of the nodes - each working on a subset of the
overall dataset. The output is aggregated at the end. This leads to a
much shorter time to process the query data.

Task parallelization works well when we have multiple steps in our
algorithm. A simple example would be an algorithm where we’re
creating an average BMI (Body Mass Index) for the population of
America. To do this, we need to first calculate the average height (task
one), then calculate the average weight (task two) and finally we need
to calculate the average age (task three). We could distribute these
tasks across nodes & they could run in parallel. The results of each
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task would be aggregated at the end of the proces & the final average
BMI would be calculated.
To combat the issues of the 6 V’s and parallelization, we have a
number of different tools at our
disposal, which all work together to help us deliver our overarching
goal. Over time, this ecosystem of tools has become increasingly
complex. New tools are coming on-stream all the time to help make
data ingestion and analysis more efficient.
Let’s first think about the core concepts of any Big Data system:
ingestion, storage, analysis and management.
Ingestion refers to the process of bringing external data into the Big
Data cluster for further analysis. There are two types of ingestion:
Extract, Transform, Load (ETL) and Extract, Load, Transform (ELT).
Extract, Transform, Load refers to the process of transforming or
manipulating the data in some way as it enters the cluster. For
example, we might choose to drop certain fields, aggregate or enrich
data. This can also be referred to as ‘schema-on-write’.
Extract, Load, Transform refers to the process of moving data from its
current source to our Big Data cluster in its raw format - with no
transformation or manipulation taking place on the data. This can also
be referred to as ‘schema-on-read’.
Storage refers to the location of the data within the cluster. We have
various storage options and it’s not always obvious which ones to use.
We will discuss storage options in further detail later in this book.
Analysis is the process of taking our stored data and deriving value
from it through analysis. This can include joining multiple data sources
together, generating reports, predictive analytics, machine learning and
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lots more. This also includes the visualisation of the data to make it
useful for the end recipient.
We need to have a management wrap around everything we do with
the Big Data cluster. The management layer enables us to monitor and
control all of our ingestion, storage and analytics to ensure that we
extract the maximum value from our Big Data initiatives.
And of course, we also have security which is paramount for all Big
Data systems. As architects, we need to ensure that the data is locked
down to only those that require access; that the cluster is hidden
behind a firewall and that all our traffic is encrypted. We discuss all of
these concepts in more detail later in this book.
On the next page, you’ll see an overview of an example ecosystem.
This diagram should help you to conceptualise the links between each
of the elements and understand in more detail how the Hadoop cluster
works. At this stage, it is not necessary to understand what any of the
components are or what they do, we will cover this in later chapters.
For now, take some time to review the diagram and appreciate the
complexities of the Big Data world.
In this chapter, we discussed the definition of Big Data and concluded
that it is not a straightforward definition and that there really is no right
or wrong answer. We spoke about the V’s of Big Data and the
challenges that they present us with & how parallelization is a key
feature in Big Data initiatives. Finally, we looked at the different
components of a big data system at a high level, which we will delve
deeper into in future chapters.
By the end of this book, you should be able to understand the role of
each of the components in the below diagram; how they interact with
one another and when each should be used.
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02

INGESTION
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INTRODUCTION
This chapter will take you through some of the major ingestion tools in
the Big Data environment of 2019. Through each of the subsequent
chapters, we will cover all of the components shown in the below
diagram, in a good level of detail.

Without further delay, let’s get started!
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SQOOP
Let’s get started with Sqoop - it’s the simplest component of the
Hadoop ecosystem and can be described very quickly. Sqoop is a tool
used for large-scale, bulk data transfer to/from a structured data source
to HDFS, Hive or HBase.
HDFS stands for Hadoop Distributed File System. It’s the underlying
storage component of the Hadoop ecosystem. We discuss HDFS in
further detail in a later chapter.
We may use Sqoop as an active archive for our on-premise data, for
ad-hoc data processing or as a tool to ingest data from our existing
structured data sources. We can use free-form SQL queries or
incremental table loads to ingest the data into Hadoop.
The great thing about Sqoop is that we can also export data back to a
relational database. This makes it a perfect tool for those backup jobs,
as we can both backup (ingest into Hadoop) and restore if something
goes wrong.
A structured datasource is a relational database. Sample structured
data sources include: MySQL, PostgresSQL, SQL, Oracle and
Teradata.
So there we have it. Sqoop enables us to do a bulk transfer from our
structured data store to HDFS and from HDFS out to structured data
stores. It’s super easy to configure (especially through the Hue
interface available with Cloudera Hadoop) and is an extremely powerful
tool in our Hadoop toolbox.
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KAFKA
Kafka is a low-latency messaging system. It takes data from one
location, for example application log files and makes it available to
other systems with very little delay (latency).
That may be useful in the below example, where Kafka makes our
CRM and Google Analytics data available to Spark Streaming, which
will carry out some kind of data transformation, before loading it into
HBase. From the diagram below, you can see that Kafka can have
many producers and many consumers.
A producer is a system that produces data. It’s a datasource, a log
stream or even data input on a website.
A consumer comes at the other end of the pipe. It’s a system or
service that consumes the log files.

Before we delve a little further into the details of Kafka, let’s talk about
why it is a useful tool to have.
If we look at the below diagram, you can see that it’s possible to have
lots of datasources, sending data directly into Hadoop. From there, the
various systems can either pull the data or we can setup push
functionality.
This presents a couple of problems:
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1. This kind of architecture lends itself to batch processing and
less to the processing of streaming data. It would lead to
latency between ingestion and insight.
2. Each additional consumer of the data (e.g. CRM, Tableau) has
different connectivity requirements (some may not support log
streaming or they may use different protocols / languages and
different connection methods), which becomes very confusing
as the number of consumers grows.
3. If multiple consumers require the same data, multiple feeds
would be configured, rather than a single Kafka topic, which
could be subscribed to by multiple consumers, leading to
duplication of workload.

If we take a look at the below, we have the same datasources pushing
to the same systems, but this time using Kafka. Each of the
datasources publishes to their own Kafka topic which is subscribable
by consumers, who pull the data.
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As we say, the different consumers have different capabilities. For
example, System X may not be able to ingest streaming data & may
require data to be loaded in batches. So, this particular topic could
have a retention period of 7 days and a weekly batch pull could be
configured. Other topics, may have a retention of just a few minutes, as
their systems may ingest the data in real time. Kafka retentions can be
set based on time or log size.
NOTE: Kafka does not push data to the source, a consumer must
subscribe & pull data from a Kafka topic.
As a simpler example below, you can see that Kafka producers write to
a Kafka topic. In the below example, our CRM writes to the ‘Customers’
topic while Google Analytics writes to a ‘Marketing’ topic. We can
conceptually think of these topics as two pipelines within Kafka.
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The consumers of the data can subscribe to one or many topics. So, in
the above diagram, Spark only subscribes to the customers topic while
the job that moves data to HDFS subscribes to both customers and
marketing data.
Kafka topics are split into partitions and distributed among Kafka
brokers / nodes (which is what we call servers). This enables us to
parallelize topics, which means we have parallel reads and writes,
leading to far more capacity. Kafka maintains a position in the log per
consumer (which we call the offset), so we know which messages have
been consumed by each consumer.

One topic can have several partitions which can be placed on a
separate broker, which enables multiple consumers to read the same
topic from multiple machines in parallel - leading to very high message
processing throughput.

Let’s look at the above diagram for a second. As you can see, each
Kafka broker can hold several partitions. The purple blocks are the
leaders, they grey blocks are the replicas. Whenever a write action
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happens to a topic, it’s written to the leader, which coordinates the
replication to the replicas. If a leader fails, the replicas will take over as
leader.
The above highlights that Kafka is highly available and resilient to node
failures and supports automatic recovery - making it an excellent option
and is why it’s become so popular within the industry as a whole.
Key advantages of Kafka:
● High (low latency) throughput of high velocity and volume data
with relatively low hardware requirements. Achieved through
parallelization across multiple machines for producers and
consumers.
● Fault tolerance against node failure through partitioning and
parallelization. If a node were to fail, a partition on the other
nodes would be promoted to live, maintaining availability.
● Message durability - they persist on the disk for the life of the
retention period you define.
● Kafka is scalable horizontally, meaning you can scale for
additional demand with relative ease & low cost and without
downtime.
● High concurrency writes and reads to a Kafka topic.
● Allows us to integrate with multiple consumers, regardless of
the language they’re written in.
● Allows us to choose between at-least once, or at-most once
delivery.
● If there is a network bottleneck, Kafka allows us to compress
messages (using Gzip or Snappy) in either real-time or in bulk.
● Kafka uses zookeeper to know what brokers are alive and
in-sync (where replication has crossed all nodes.
● Zookeeper keeps track of which messages the consumer has /
hasn’t read (known as the offset)
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So, what does Kafka give us then? Well, it gives us a highly resilient
messaging platform with massive throughput potential; guaranteed
message ordering (for a partition (not a topic)) and it guarantees that
messages will not be lost, so long as one replica is alive.
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FLUME
Flume is similar to Kafka in many ways. It takes data from its source
and distributes it to its destination. The differentiation here is that
Flume is designed for high-throughput log streaming into Hadoop
(HDFS or HBase) - it is not designed to ship out to a large number of
consumers.
Flume, like Kafka is distributed, reliable and highly available, however,
it’s not quite as slick as the method adopted by Kafka.
Let’s say for example, we have an HTTP data source flowing into
Flume. We want to make it highly available and ensure that if a Flume
agent were to go down, we would still have access to the data.
If we are concerned about losing events because the Flume agent fails,
we can use the file channel which provides us with checkpointing
functionality. That means, if we do experience a failure, we don’t lose
any events & it continues where it left off.
Another way to do this in Flume would be to create two source
machines that could be written to in parallel by the HTTP source. You’d
then need to tag the data as it traverses through the Flume process so
that we can de-duplicate the data in the sink. As you can imagine, the
de-duplication phase of the Flume cycle adds some fairly unnecessary
overheads but it shows a slightly more creative approach to high
availability.
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With Flume, we have plenty of tried and tested, out of the box
connectors for source data, removing the development overhead that is
present with Kafka.
So let’s look a little deeper into the inner workings of Flume. If we look
at the below diagram, we can see that we have a number of data
generators on the left hand side. Data generators are the applications,
servers, etc.. that generate log files or events, which we need to handle
in real time.
These get pushed into Flume Agents, which we will describe in more
detail next. From the Flume agent, the log files are pushed into the
collector, which aggregates them up and sends them onto their
destination.

The Flume agent is a Java process which receives events (logs) from
the clients and forwards it to its destination. It has 3 principal
components. Note: a Flume agent can have multiple sources, channels
and sinks.
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The source component receives data from the data generators and
transfers it to a Flume Channel.
The Channel is a transient data store, which stores the log data, until a
Sink consumes them.
Finally, the sink is the function that stores the data into a centralised
store (HDFS or HBase).
Now we know what all the components are, we can start looking at how
they’re deployed in the real world.
As you can see from the below diagram, Flume agents sit with the
datasource.
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FLAFKA
There is a concept called ‘Flafka’ through which we exploit the
strengths of both Kafka and Flume to create a more robust ingestion
process.

By deploying Flafka, we take advantage of the out of the box
connectors available in Flume and use it to connect to all of our data
sources. The data is then passed to a Kafka topic. As we discussed
earlier, Kafka then replicates the topic partitions across a number of
Kafka brokers (servers). Kafka then distributes the data to many
consumers. As discussed above, Flume is best at moving data
somewhere in Hadoop (HDFS and HBase), so Kafka brings about
some additional flexibility by writing to many more consumers.
Once Flume passes the message to Kafka, we can guarantee that it
won’t be lost. So, Flafka utilizes the flexibility of Flume and the
industrialised resilience of Kafka.
We can use Flume on one end of the ingestion process, or both. In the
above diagram, Flume is used to connect to data sources. Consumers
then pull data from Kafka. However, as below, we could use Flume on
both ends of the process (as a data source & a consumer) - taking
advantage of its connectors to not only data sources but also its
optimized connectors to HDFS and HBase.
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To summarize:
1. Flume provides a mechanism for writing streaming log files to
HDFS or HBase
2. The tool comes with a number of pre-built connectors for
datasources
3. Flume can be configured to be fault tolerant and is scalable
horizontally.
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NiFi
NiFi (formerly known as Niagara Files) has brought about a new level
of flexibility into the Hadoop ecosystem. Like Kafka and Flume, it’s
used to move data from one system to another but unlike those
platforms, it does so in a very user friendly manner.
The NiFi user interface enables us to drag and drop for rapid ETL
development. This makes it easy to add consumers, basic
transformations and data prioritisation rules to our ingestion process.
In terms of prioritisation, NiFi gives us the flexibility to define our own
prioritisation rules: These could be ‘First In First Out (FIFO)’; ‘Last In
First Out (LIFO)’ or we could choose to deal with the largest or smallest
files as a priority over others.
The user interface gives us the ability to visualise our data flows, which
helps with identifying bottlenecks or unnecessary waste - it’s a nice
touch. However, the real game changer with NiFi is the ability to make
changes to a data flow without stopping the process. As soon as you
commit your change, it’ll take effect immediately.
Within the interface, we have access to hundreds (currently around
200) NiFi connectors, which enable us to connect to many producers
and consumers very quickly - further reinforcing the rapid development
mindset that drives NiFi.
Another key feature of NiFi is its data provenance functionality. We can
trace all data points back to their source - which is a very useful
feature.
Now, let’s talk about security. NiFi enables two way encryption using
SSL of the dataflow. Additionally, if the user enters a password or other
sensitive information into the flow, NiFi will immediately encrypt it
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server-side and will never present it client-side again (even in its
encrypted form).
NiFi also has a solid management and monitoring interface, which
enables us to identify issues without diving into the log files. This
feature can drastically reduce troubleshooting time and makes the
overall management of the cluster far more manageable.
NiFi provides us with the ability to scale up (vertical scalability) and
scale out (horizontal scalability). This is one of the features that lends
NiFi to streaming data with potentially unbounded velocity and volume.
The Spark Receiver makes streaming data a real possibility.
NiFi guarantees delivery of all messages. It pulls data from producers
and pushes to consumers.
As with Flafka, there are combinations we can use with Kafka to
mitigate the weak points from both solutions. The problem we often
face with NiFi is that when the cluster starts to grow and starts
consuming data from many sources, it brings about all sorts of load
balancing and failover issues. So, we can utilize an asynchronous
queueing system such as Kafka to simplify the ingestion from NiFi.
Let’s look at two NiFi-Kafka scenarios and with them, we will introduce
MiNiFi. This is a sub project of Apache NiFi and enables us to collect
data at its source. This enables us to ensure guaranteed delivery from
source to the main NiFi node.
So, in the below diagram, MiNiFi would bring data from the sources to
the central NiFi instance. This then passes the data onto a Kafka topic.
Why is this useful? Well, without writing any code, we’ve been able to
connect to the data sources and visually monitor and manage the
pipeline before passing it into Kafka. This has reduced the Kafka
development overhead significantly.
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Another scenario in which we would couple NiFi and Kafka is where an
organization already has a Kafka pipeline set-up.
We may choose to use NiFi as a consumer to take data from Kafka to
where it needs to go. Again, this enables us to add more data
consumers without writing any code. We could also utilize the batching
capabilities in NiFi to batch data together to send off to HDFS.

Let’s take a little look at NiFi. In the below, I’ve setup a simple flow that
picks data up from the source SFTP server and moves it to the
destination SFTP. When a new file is queued to go to the destination
SFTP, an email is sent to an email recipient. This is a very simplistic
example, however, it shows the simple NiFi user interface and the out
of the box SFTP connectors.
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Below, is a sample of the email sent upon receipt of new data.

To summarize NiFi:
1. NiFi gives you the ability to prioritize items in queue
2. You can process streaming or batch data
3. It enables encryption
4. You can also trace your data provenance
5. NiFi is vertically and horizontally scalable
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STORM
Apache Storm provides us with a distributed, real-time computation
platform. It has been designed to reliably process streams of large data
with high velocity. To put this into something we can all appreciate,
Storm was benchmarked processing one million tuples per second per
node.
A key benefit of the Storm framework is that it can be developed
against in almost any programming language making it a very
accessible solution.
Storm is fault tolerant. If a worker instance dies, Storm will
automatically restart the instance This is referred to as ‘failing fast and
auto-restarting’. Storm guarantees data will be processed and has
several options ‘at most once’, ‘at least once’ or ‘ exactly once’.
Messages only replay through Storm when there are failures that need
to be resolved.
Storm has the concept of spouts and bolts. Spouts are the streams of
data coming into the framework and bolts are the processing and
output - that is to say, spouts bring data into the platform and bolts do
the main computational work.
Bolts can do filtering, functions, aggregations, joins and many more
functions. You may be wondering why we’ve daisy chained multiple
bolts together in the below diagram. Well, each bolt can do simple
transformations. More complex transformations may require multiple
steps and hence multiple bolts.
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For example, let’s say that we’re looking to display images of the
CEO’s of the top 100 companies. The first step would be to utilize the
financial data of the companies to define who the top 100 were. The
second bolt would be to stream out the top 100 images.
One of the benefits of Storm which enables us to get up and running
quickly is that it has lots of out of the box spouts available for us to use.
If your data source isn’t already developed, you can do so but if it’s
already available, it can reduce development time significantly.
We would use Storm for the delivery of real-time analytics, machine
learning, customized customer recommendations (like on Amazon) and
ETL to name just a few.
If you’re already aware of Spark streaming you’re probably wondering
when we would choose to use Storm and when we would choose to
use Spark. If you’re not already aware, we cover Spark streaming in
the next section.
In conclusion, there is no cut and dry answer as to which of the two you
should use. Spark Streaming and Storm both have their benefits and
performance figures vary greatly across different benchmark
experiments. As such, testing the two side-by-side in your environment
and on your own dataset would be the best thing to do. That said, if
your Kafka brokers are CPU constrained or you need to work with the
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other Spark libraries (such as machine learning) then Spark would be
the right choice.
Both are stateful. This means, if you lose a worker or driver node, you
can recover. Whatever data came in during the downtime period, will
be replayed.
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SPARK
Apache Spark is a framework available in Hadoop. That framework is
comprised of SparkSQL, Spark Streaming and Spark Machine
Learning Library (MLLib). We will go through the entire framework in
this section as without doing so, we will not be able to fully appreciate
the benefits offered by the Spark framework.
Spark brings about a new way of handling big jobs on Hadoop.
Traditionally, we would utilize Map Reduce jobs. However, these can
be very slow due to heavy disk load. In fact, did you know that the
average Map Reduce job shuffles into and out of memory at least three
times? And that each Hive query is on average comprised of three to
five Map Reduce jobs. That results in fifteen shuffles onto and off of the
disk. Spark removes (or reduces) this issue by handling the job in
memory where possible - we can configure whether it uses only
memory, memory + disk or only disk.
In terms of speed, that results to being 100x faster than Map Reduce in
memory and 10x faster when utilizing disk.

The above diagram shows the Spark framework in action. You can see
in the centre of the diagram (during the ingestion phase), we have
SparkSQL, Spark Streaming and MLLib. To the right, we have
SparkSQL again during the analysis phase.
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So what exactly is going on here? We will start by explaining the
central section, Spark streaming.
Just like Apache Storm, Spark provides us with a distributed, real-time
computation platform. It has been designed to reliably process streams
of large data with high velocity.
At a very simple level, we can say that Spark streaming enables us to
ingest data, transform it in some way and distribute it to its destination.
The way it does this is a little different to Storm.
Spark utilizes the idea of micro batches based on a time limit. So, we
could set the time limit to be one second. Any data that arrives during
that period will be batched up and processed by Spark as a micro
batch. This does add some latency to the process of course - however,
in order to deliver the ‘exactly-once’ delivery requirement we may have,
both Spark and Storm Trident utilize micro batches. We can set a batch
size as low as half a second.
Spark works around dataframes, these are small data structures that
resemble a table (rows and columns). As data is ingested into the
spark framework, it’s pulled into a dataframe. You then query and filter
that dataframe to extract the insight you need. This is at the core of the
stateful processing provided by Spark. As you may remember from
above, being stateful means, if you lose a worker or driver node, you
can recover. Whatever data came in during the downtime period, will
be replayed.
So we can say in many respects, Spark Streaming operates very
similarly (or at least achieves the same result) as Spark. The bit that
really sets it apart is its ability to interact with the other elements of the
Spark framework. Let’s look again at the above diagram, why does
SparkSQL interact with the streaming block?
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SparkSQL enables us to query data as it goes through the streaming
pipeline. We don’t need to wait for it to land in HDFS, we can garner
real time insight into the data that is being processed. We call this
interactive querying.
Now, we can also see that Spark Streaming interacts with the machine
learning libraries. The below diagram is going to help us to understand
what happens during this part of the process.

In the above, we can see that a datasource, feeds into a model.
Initially, this will be our ‘training’ data, which is historical data we can
use to help the model to learn the likely outcomes of a particular
scenario. From here, you can imagine that the model draws a chart
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and adds a line of best fit. From here, it can estimate what the likely Y
value will be with an input of X.
What happens now is, we continually pump data into the model, further
helping it to refine what it’s doing. The model then passes its
‘prediction’ to the learner. The learner has access to the actual results
or ‘the truth’ and the model’s prediction. It is then able to compare the
two and make some adjustment to the parameters in the model. The
cycle repeats over and over until we reach a model accuracy level that
we’re happy with.
We can look at it a slightly different way - more conceptually in the
below diagram. The top row, we have training data feeding the model.
That model, once validated, is passed to be used on ‘real’ data and
make a prediction. The real life ‘actual’ results will be passed back into
the training data pool to further refine the model.

So why is interacting with the various elements of the Spark framework
so helpful? Well, it means that the codebase maintenance is far easier.
We can create one codebase and reuse it across many different
scenarios.
The final point on Spark intends to give a little insight into what the
‘driver’ and ‘worker’ nodes that have been mentioned to this point are.
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The above diagram shows the setup of a Spark job. We have the driver
node, which effectively holds all the code we’ve written - our algorithms
and we have the worker nodes, which do all the heavy lifting.
This setup enables us to adopt a parallel processing model with many
workers processing our data at the same time.
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COMBINING TOOLS
We have discussed earlier in this book the benefits of Flafka (Flume
and Kafka) and NiFi coupled with Kafka. Here, we will review those
configurations and also look at other ways we may choose to ingest
data into our platform by combining multiple components.
Below (in purple) is what I have named the ETL / ELT toolbox. Why?
Well, imagine that you’re fixing a problem in your home. You reach for
your toolbox. For some problems, you may only require a single tool
while for others you may require several tools to get the job done. Big
data is no different - sometimes our requirements are simple and can
be handled by a single tool. Other times, we may find that we need to
combine many tools in order to reach the desired outcome.
As you can see from the below I have included a three stage ETL / ELT
pipeline - this will vary based on your use case. In some instances you
may need to jump straight from stage 1 to storage. In other cases, you
may need to include several steps before dropping the output into
HDFS.

The below table outlines some of the benefits of combining various
Hadoop components:
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Combination

Benefits

Flume +
Kafka

Utilize Flume’s out of the box connectors to connect
to data sources with minimal development overhead.
This data is then passed to a Kafka topic and is
replicated across a number of Kafka brokers,
providing resilience & delivery guarantees.
We then utilize Kafka’s ability to write to many
consumers - where Flume is most suited to writing
data into HDFS..

Flume +
Kafka +
Flume

In this scenario, we have all of the above, but we also
take advantage of Flume’s optimized connectors to
HDFS and HBase, providing optimal write speeds.

NiFi + Kafka

Utilize MiNiFi to guarantee delivery - from collection
at its source. NiFi enables us to collect this data and
monitor / manage the data pipeline before passing it
to Kafka. This reduces the Kafka development
overhead significantly.

Kafka + NiFi

Utilize Kafka to simplify ingestion into NiFi and use
NiFi’s out of the box connectors to make delivery to
consumers simpler.

There are of course combinations that include Spark streaming or
Storm. However, the use case there is clear - Storm and Spark
streaming provide heavy lifting and ETL for the ingested data. This is
functionality not provided by NiFi, Kafka or Flume.
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CONCLUSION
There are a large number of other ingestion tool options that have not
been discussed in this chapter that are available to you when designing
your Big Data environment. Each has their advantages and drawbacks
and your use-case will determine which one best suits your
environment.
Those discussed in this chapter are the industry leaders. They’re
robust and industrialised solutions that can handle high throughput of
data into the Hadoop cluster. Each tool has its weaknesses however,
by combining them together, we’re able to mitigate some of those
weaknesses to build a fault tolerant ingestion pipeline.
Below is a comparison table for each of the ingestion options.

Batch

SQOOP

KAFKA

✓

✓

FLUME

FLAFKA

NIFI

SPARK

STORM

✓

✓

✓

✓

Stream (Event
Driven)

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Data Durability

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Fault Tolerant

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

No Custom
Coding

✓

✓

Scalable

✓

Zookeeper
integrated

✓

✓

Easy Add
Consumers

✓

✓

Optimised for

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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HDFS
Optimised for
HBase
Guaranteed
Delivery

✓
✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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HDFS
HDFS stands for Hadoop Distributed File System. A distributed file
system manages files and folders across multiple servers for the
benefit of resiliency and rapid data processing by utilizing
parallelisation (as discussed in chapter one).
So what does that mean? Let’s take a look.

From the above, you can see three ‘blocks’ of data. Each is replicated
across multiple racks. This creates fault tolerance as if one rack fails,
the data would still be available. This also helps us to scale access to
data by many concurrent users.
This setup does bring about some problems. For example, it becomes
hard to manage changes to files & ensure that all locations are
updated. For this reason, many platforms adopt a ‘write once’ mentality
& save any changes as additional data sets.
In the past, we used to use parallel computing clusters, comprised of
specialist hardware, costing millions of dollars to create & maintain.
Now though, we can utilize commodity clusters. That is, a cluster with
affordable, less specialized compute resources. This reduces costs
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significantly and makes big data a possibility for more organizations
than ever before.

In the above, we have three networks. The blue network, red network
and green network. These comprise our WAN (Wide Area Network).
We are able to utilize distributed computing over a LAN or WAN
environment, further adding to the resilience & fault tolerance of the
solution.
Let’s summarize the benefits of using HDFS:
First off, HDFS is an extremely low cost solution. It can be deployed
onto commodity, low cost hardware and can utilize the free open
source Apache license. Of course, this comes without the niceties of
support etc.. but depending on your use case, that may work for you.
HDFS allows us to enact the notion that we take compute power to the
data. So in traditional data systems, data would be extracted from
storage and processed on a central node. However, with HDFS, the
data is process in-situ on its local node. All results are then aggregated
together at the end to provide a single output. This is the core of the
mapreduce concept. We’ll discuss this in more detail in the next
chapter of this book.
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HDFS also provides massive throughput to Map Reduce jobs. As
quoted by Hortonworks, each node can send 2 gigabits per second to
the mapreduce layer. So, if you had a 100 node cluster, that’d be 20
gigabits per second you could push through to mapreduce. Massive
throughput is required for massive analytics!
HDFS also provides us with resilience by replicating data three times
across different data nodes. HDFS is also rack aware which means it
can distribute that data across different racks and even different
geographies to protect from data loss when a location has issues.
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HBASE
HBase is a distributed, scalable, NoSQL (non-relational) Big Data
storage solution. It’s designed to store very large tables of structured or
semi-structured data, which can contain billions of rows & millions of
columns. It provides much faster reads than HDFS, as HDFS uses a
sequential search, which searches the entire dataset, even for the
simplest of jobs. HBase provides a random read/write functionality,
which ensures much faster lookups.
Furthermore, HBase is a key-value store and when querying a specific
key, it will return a result very quickly. As mentioned above, this would
be much more efficient than HDFS as HDFS would conduct a full data
scan, while HBase would simply return the value for the searched key,
an example being below.
Key: 078276387126
Value: “Name: Michael, Type: Employee; age: 30; salary: 4000”
In a traditional relational database, you’ll apply schemas & domain
restrictions. For example, in column 1, I can only enter integers. HBase
is a schemaless solution & does not have this concept, which makes it
a strong solution for semi-structured data.
HBase sits on top of HDFS, so leverages the built-in three times
replication that HDFS provides.
HBase is horizontally scalable and scales linearly. That means, if we
increase the number of nodes by 10%, we should see a 10% increase
in performance / throughput. This scalability is achievable without any
database redesign.
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If you’ve ever worked with databases in the past, you may be aware of
CAP Theorem. This states that it is impossible for a distributed system
to simultaneously provide all three of the below guarantees:
1) Consistency is the ability for all data to be immediately
consistent, whereby all nodes show the same data when
queried
2) Availability: means that every request received by a node must
result in a response. I.e. the system should be available even if
a node in the cluster goes down.
3) Partition Tolerance - means that the cluster will continue to
function, even when network partitions (failures) occur.
HBase achieves CP, which means that data is consistent between all
nodes and maintains partition tolerance by making the system
unavailable when a node goes down.
The data written to HBase is immediately available after write. This is
not the case with HDFS, which offers eventual consistency. This is
because HDFS replicates data across multiple nodes. If the data is
written to node one and before it’s copied to node two a user has
queried node two, they will not see the latest data.
Let’s deep dive into the HBase architecture. If you look at the below
diagram, you will see three major components which comprise HBase.
We have region servers; datanodes and master nodes.
The purpose of the region servers is to serve a set of regions. A region
is a range of rows, a partition if you like of the data. It provides us with
the data that we require for reads and writes to HBase.
Note: Data in HBase is stored in tables. When the table becomes too
big, it’s partitioned into multiple regions & those regions sit on region
servers.
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The datanodes store the data that the region server is managing
(HDFS). The region server buffers the I/O operations and as the region
servers sit on the datanode servers, the data locality leads to low
latency and high performance.
The master node is responsible for administration. It manages load
balancing, failover, log cleanups etc… The creation and deletion of
tables are handled by the master, which coordinates replication and
deletion. It effectively coordinates all metadata changes.
The masternode interacts with Apache Zookeeper. For example, when
we write (PUT) to HBase, the master node checks with Zookeeper
which region server it’ll find the data / where to write.

HBase has slightly different data structures to those that we may be
used to. We have the concept of column families; column qualifiers and
rows.
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A column family groups columns together, we can see that below, with
the grouped ‘customer’ fields. A column qualifier, is simply the actual
column name (e.g. ‘First Name’). The row key is the key for the key
value pair.
This can be useful for huge tables with millions of columns as you can
choose to pull back specific column families, rather than absolutely
everything within the row.

HBase very good with sparse data. Doesn’t store references to empty
data. This differs to a traditional relational database, which must store
null values explicitly in the database.
The final point I want to make on HBase is that it allows versioning on a
cell. For example, if Bob now has 6 orders in the above table, with a
total value of £700, we would see the below. We can turn versioning on
or off and can control the number of versions we want to retain.
This is useful, as HBase is backed by HDFS which really should follow
a write-once mentality. HBase therefore provides this overlay so that
we can update the data.
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MONGODB
MongoDB is a document oriented database and is one of the leaders of
the NoSQL revolution. To summarize what a NoSQL database is, we
can say that it’s a structure that enables us to consume data of varying
structure (structured, semi-structured and unstructured), of varying
schema and data type. They enable us to respond quickly to user
demand through scalability and flexibility.
So what about MongoDB? It’s become somewhat of a leader in the
NoSQL space and has huge community support. It follows a structure
that uses: databases, collections and documents rather than the
traditional: database, table, rows (tuples) framework we see in
relational database systems.
A collection would relate to a table and documents would relate to
rows. Remember, in these collections, we do not enforce a schema.
That means, all the documents held within can have different fields.
However, all documents within a collection will be intended for a similar
purpose.
Documents are stored within MongoDB in binary JSON format as
key-value pairs, which leads to fast data lookup times when looking up
on a particular key. We can further improve performance by indexing
on multiple attributes.
JSON, nested structures and arrays are supported by MongoDB. The
same structure in RDBMS would require multiple tables with foreign
key relationships. Without these joins, MongoDB makes querying much
faster.
So, why is Mongo leading the charge for NoSQL? First off, it provides
very high performance as we are able to load balance across primary
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and replica nodes. Generally, all write actions will be made against the
primary while read activities will hit the replica nodes. This ensures that
the server is not congested by an influx of concurrent requests. Should
we find that we’re still running into capacity issues, MongoDB is very
easy to scale out to counter this.
MongoDB also offers high availability through replication. As mentioned
above, we have one write database and several replicas for read
requests. In order to setup high availability with MongoDB, we require a
minimum of three servers for resilience: primary, secondary and
arbiter. The arbiter doesn’t store any data, it makes the decision of
which server should be the new primary in the event of a failure.
Like HBase, MongoDB offers automatic partitioning / sharding.
Sharding is the process of breaking large data sets into smaller, more
manageable chunks (called data shards). This enables us to adopt a
parallelized processing model.
Just like HBase, MongoDB
semi-structured data.

can also handle structured and

Unlike HBase which has immediate consistency, MongoDB does not &
only offers eventual consistency, which makes it less suited to real-time
read and write activities.
In my opinion, MongoDB is well suited to massive data analytics on
structured / unstructured data that is not required in real-time. While
HBase is suited for large scale analytics on those datasets which must
be written to and read from the database in real time.
An experiment carried out by DataStax showed that HBase carried out
between 193% and 219% of the total write operations of MongoDB with
the same number of nodes in the cluster and the same dataset –
reinforcing the notion that it is well suited to real time operations.
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Of course, different use-cases will produce different results, so it is still
important to test each solution in your own environment and make an
informed decision that works for you.
So which should you use, HBase or MongoDB? I have put together the
below table to help answer that question.
Feature

MongoDB

HBase

Data Model

Document (JSON)

Table

Query Model

Query language for
complex analytics &
aggregations.

Key-Value. For
complex analytics,
we need to move it
out of HBase into a
different model (e.g.
Spark).

Minimum number of
nodes

3
Primary and
secondary nodes

10
Primary & Secondary
Master nodes; region
servers (active &
standby); name
nodes; data nodes;
Zookeeper ensemble

Recommended
maximum data per
node

None

4TB

Spark integration

YES

YES

HDFS integration

YES

YES

When to use

When you need to
If you already have
carry out analytics on HDFS as the storage
your very large
layer; require high
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dataset.

volume read and
writes or have high
scale but simple
workloads
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MYSQL
This section won’t focus too heavily on MySQL. It’s a very well
documented, traditional relational database system. The focus of this
chapter will be, why it’s part of a big data ecosystem.
To answer that question, we can use the below diagram, which shows
a few different methods we can use to take data from its source and
land it into storage. The purple line of the diagram shows the path that
data destined for MySQL might take. The grey paths show the route
that other data may take through the system.
What the diagram is intending to show is that there is more than one
way to skin a cat. The ETL / ELT methods chosen will be dependent on
the types of data you have – you may choose to transform the data,
you may not and similarly, the storage medium for that data is also
going to depend on your specific use case.

In the above diagram, I’ve shown three methods by which we may get
data into MySQL. The first, is through a simple ETL process, during
which we might drop fields, aggregate data and so on. The other two
are highlighted with thick purple arrows and these are the scenarios on
which I’d like to focus.
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Let’s say that you own an online store and you’ve got tonnes of data
being pumped into your Hadoop cluster. That data is derived from your
CRM (Customer Relationship Management) system, Google Analytics,
customer click streams, email marketing platforms, customer
demographics, order management systems and accounting systems.
So your architecture looks a bit like the below diagram.
In the diagram, you can see that we’re taking lots of data from our
sources, doing some ETL / ELT on the way into the cluster and
dropping the data into HDFS. From there, our Spark job is picking the
data up and deriving a ‘likelihood to purchase’ score and exporting
ONLY those customers with a score over 9.
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This is an example output from the process:
Customer ID

Likelihood to purchase

389284

10

283921

9

As a result of the Spark job, our data size has been decreased from 1
billion rows down to a much more manageable 500 rows. Why?
Because only 500 customers meet the criteria set in our Spark job.
These are the customers that we believe are very likely to buy our
product.
Our Spark job dumps the results of this data into a MySQL table, which
in turn is visible through the web interface for our sales people to call
the potential clients. We’ve used MySQL for several reasons. Firstly,
while the dataset we’re exporting may be a single table, we’re
exporting it into a wider database structure, which looks like this:
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By exporting our customer score into the purple table above, we’re able
to integrate our predictive algorithm output with the rest of our existing
web application.
MySQL enables fast querying in a relatively scalable environment. It
works very well for web applications and can handle database sizes of
up to a couple of terabytes very well. For this use-case it was the
correct solution as it integrated with the existing solution and made
minimal impact to the existing environment.
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MAP REDUCE
Map Reduce is a parallel computing framework that enables us to
distribute computing across multiple data nodes. Let’s look at an
example. We have a file, that has the below text included in it.
Line 1

Welcome to the Map Reduce section of our big data post.
You’ll learn all about Map Reduce!

Line 2

Once your data nodes have mapped the data, it’ll be
summarized in the shuffle node stage.

Our task is to find out how many times each word is repeated in the
entire document. For simplicity's sake, let’s say that our file is split into
two pieces and stored on two data nodes by HDFS.
In the first step, the data nodes are going to individually count the
appearances of each word and create key value pairs, as shown in the
diagram below.
Then, we move all the same words to the same node. So, if node 1 and
2 both include the word ‘the’, we should move them to the same node
in the shuffle phase.
We then have the reduce phase, which adds up all the occurrences &
combines them into a single output.
Map Reduces three stages are: map, which is where we have
parallelization over the inputs (i.e. multiple processes happen across
multiple machines in parallel). Parallelization leads to incredible
performance gains on our data analytics.
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HIVE
Apache Hive provides us with a familiar SQL-like query language to
access and analyse the data stored in HDFS.
As per the below diagram, you can see a few components. The first is
HDFS, which as we discussed is the Hadoop Distributed File System.
In a particular directory, we’ve got lots of CSV files stored, as pictured.
We can define a Hive table which says ‘take all the files from that folder
as the data for my table and use these column names and data types’.
This then populates our Hive table with all the data from our HDFS
directory, with domain constraints (data types) applied to the columns.

The Hive metastore (also known as HCatalog) is a relational database
that stores metadata about objects in Hive. This includes: Hive tables,
column names and data types, so when we execute a query, the first
stage is to check the metastore for the location of the table and the
table schema.
Hive then translates our SQL-like queries into mapreduce jobs - so
even without programming experience, we can run jobs across many
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servers and benefit from data parallelisation. To do this, the map
reduce jobs leverage the namenode in the Hadoop ecosystem, which
stores all the metadata about our data - so, we know which data nodes
house which pieces of data.
Within Hive, we replicate a traditional relational database system. We
have databases, tables and tuples (rows) and enforce a schema on
Hive tables, defining column names, data types etc… All of this data is
stored within the Hive metastore.
The Hive thrift server (HiveServer2), enables us to make JDBC and
ODBC connectivity to Hive through remote clients, such as Tableau.
This adds to the overall power of the Hive solution. Not only can we
utilize Hive directly on the cluster but also through self-service analytics
tools - making the data more accessible across the business.
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SPARK
We discussed Apache Spark in great detail during the ingestion
chapter. Here, we are going to discuss just the PySpark analytics piece
in detail.
PySpark runs in-memory with massive parallelization and reduces disk
shuffles significantly. All of this leads to performance gains & enables
us to move towards more real-time analytics and enables us to crunch
very large datasets.
Spark works around dataframes, these are small data structures that
resemble a table (rows and columns). As data is ingested into the
spark framework, it’s pulled into a dataframe. You then query and filter
that dataframe to extract the insight you need
The brilliant thing about Spark is, you can query the dataframes using
the PySpark language or you can use SQL. This makes Spark an
accessible way to deliver complex analytics against huge datasets,
without the end user needing to be comfortable with Python.
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Below, we have a sample Spark script. Within this, we setup our spark
session and then define our dataframe as a particular Hive table, in this
case, ‘web.netshock’.
After this, we filter that dataframe, which is a little bit like the ‘where’
statement in SQL, this limits the amount of data we’re pulling into the
dataframe & how much we’re processing.
Finally, we create a temporary in-memory table and load the output into
Hive.
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Python
Python is THE language to know for big data analytics. This is because
it’s a very flexible, easy to learn language with a huge community and
hundreds of libraries.
There are some libraries which make our job of data analytics much
easier. I’ll cover a few of them below.

In the diagram, we can see four distinct sections: feature engineering
(Pandas and NumPy); the output dataframe; data science (SciKit Learn
and TextBlob) and presentation (MatplotLib, Seaborn).
Pandas
Pandas provides a similar abstraction to Spark, where we have a
dataframe, rather than a horrible array object. This makes the language
much more accessible and lends itself to data analytics.
NumPy
NumPy is a library that creates arrays and lets us run mathematical
computations across those arrays very quickly. It has loads of functions
that make our data wrangling much simpler.
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Text Blob
Sentiment analysis can provide key insight into the feelings of your
customers towards your company & hence is becoming an increasingly
important part of data analysis.
Building a machine learning model to identify positive and negative
sentiments is pretty complex, but luckily for us, there is a Python library
that can help us out. It's called TextBlob.
The below code is an example of sentiment analysis using TextBlob.

SciKit Learn
Machine learning uses statistical techniques to give computer systems
the ability to ‘learn’ rather than being explicitly programmed. By
learning from historical inputs. we’re able to achieve far greater
accuracy in our predictions & constantly refine the model with new
data. SciKit learn is a major machine learning library in Python.
Seaborn & MatplotLib
These are powerful charting libraries which enable us to visualise the
output of our analysis.
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Machine Learning
A machine learning model can be drawn as below. In the top left, we
have our data, which gets fed into the model. That model computes an
output & passes it to the learner. The learner, receives both the newly
computed values and also ‘the truth’ – that is, the actual result to the
event. The learner will then look at the difference between the
predicted and actual outputs. Based on these, it will adjust the
parameters that feed the model – parameters are the factors that the
model uses to make decisions.

So, let’s look at an example. In our database, we have the amount of
hours that a student studies for and their corresponding exam grade.
This data is pushed into our model, which uses the parameters we’ve
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set to predict what the students grade will be. In the above example,
we have initial parameters shown in the top right. So, if a student
studies for 1 hour, the model will predict they’ll get 40% in their exam.
The model then passes its prediction of 40% onto the learner. The
learner compares this to the actual exam results achieved by students
and adjusts the parameters accordingly. So now, when a student that’s
studied for 1 hour gets passed into the model, it will predict a result of
45%, rather than the original 40%, as a result of the learning process
the model has gone through.
In machine learning, we have different learning types:
Supervised learning is where we provide the model with the actual
outputs from the data. This lets it build a picture of the data and form
links between the historic parameters (or features) that have influenced
the output. To put a formula onto supervised learning, it would be as
below, where, Y is the predicted output, produced by the model and X
is the input data. So, by executing a function against X, we can predict
Y.
Y = f(X)
The goal of supervised learning is to be able to model the influence of
input parameters (X) so well, that we can accurately predict the output
(Y).
Supervised learning is used for regression, classification, decision
trees and neural networks, a few examples are included below:
●

Regression aims to predict the numeric value of something,
given a set of input parameters. For example, the we could
approximate the price of a car, given its mileage, age, brand,
MOT status, etc..
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●

●

Classification is about classifying things – for example, given
the input parameters of an email (sender, subject line, email
body), it should be classified as ‘spam’ or ‘not spam’.
Decision trees can be used for loan approval, based on income
ranges, credit rating, criminal records and more

Unsupervised learning is where we do not provide the model with the
actual outputs from the data. Unsupervised learning aims to model the
underling structure or distribution in the data to learn more about the
data. The most popular use-cases of unsupervised learning are
association rules – which is where we uncover rules that describe a
large chunk of our data. For example, Amazon uses such learning to
state that people that bought this, also bought that.
Semi-supervised learning sits in the middle of supervised and
unsupervised. It’s where only some of our input parameters have
associated outputs. So, we don’t receive the actual result/output for
given input parameters.
A good use-case for semi-supervised learning is web page
classification. Let’s say we wish to classify web pages as ‘news’,
‘learning’, ‘entertainment’, etc… It’s very cheap and easy to crawl the
web and extract a list of webpages, but it’s very expensive for humans
to sit and classify them manually. So, we may choose to classify a
sub-set of the data manually & use that to help train the model.
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MANAGEMENT TOOLS
YARN
YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator) is the central part of our cluster
management. It decouples mapreduce resource management and scheduling
with data processing. Both sides of this used to be handled by mapreduce
itself.

The decoupled approach was taken to enable a far more varied toolset for
data processing. Rather than mapreduce queries only, YARN also manages
interactive queries, Hive, Pig, Scala, Java, HBase, Storm, Spark and plenty
more tools.
When we say manage, what does it actually do? YARN allocates resources
(CPU and memory) to a job. It can do this in a number of ways: LIFO (Last In
First Out), FIFO (First In First Out), Capacity or Fair.
When we use the capacity method of resource management, it means that all
small jobs start as soon as they're submitted. They’re given priority over
bigger jobs as they’re considered to be ‘quick wins’.
If we utilize the fair method, YARN balances resources between all running
jobs. So, if you have only one job running it will be assigned 100% of
resources. If you have 5 jobs, they’ll receive 20% each.
YARN also enables us to split the resources between system and user. This is
useful as if you have mission-critical jobs running which must complete at a
set time, we can allocate resources to ensure that they get finished. Any user
jobs are considered to be ‘ad-hoc’ and ‘non-industrialized’ reports and hence
do not carry the same weight as the mission-critical ones.
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Below, we have a view of the YARN UI. This shows us what jobs are running
currently, along with their progress; the technology being used (e.g. Spark);
the user that initiated the task and a few other useful pieces of information.

AMBARI
Ambari is all about provisioning, managing and monitoring the Hadoop cluster
and has become a vital tool in the Hadoop ecosystem.
In terms of provisioning, Ambari enables us to ensure that all of our machines
in the cluster are the same - running the same configurations, software,
patches, etc…
Specifically, it lets us set up user and service accounts and create and modify
config files. That may not seem like a lot of work, but imagine a one thousand
node Hadoop cluster - it would take you months to configure each and every
node to be identical.
Through Ambari, we can sure that all nodes are running the same versions of
other Hadoop services too: HDFS, Hbase, Pig, Zookeeper, etc…).
Ambari ensures that we have repeatable, automated cluster creation. This is
achieved through blueprints which are a JSON configuration file that stores all
the information about our cluster, required for an automated build.
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To further enhance the automation offering of Ambari, they also offer API
access. This enables us to automate everything from the command-line. We
can start/stop/restart services, delete the cluster, query the cluster and plenty
more.
We will be talking about security later, but for now, just know that Ambari
provides us with centralized security setup (including Kerberos and Apache
Ranger).
The final point I’d like to cover in this section is cluster health-checking.
Ambari provides us with a centralised view of: disk, network, CPU and
memory used; cluster load; HDFS bytes read and written and more besides.
You can see a picture of the Ambari dashboard below. This provides you with
all the vital statistics that you need to manage your Hadoop cluster.

As you can see from the below, Ambari gives us the ability to configure a
tonne of settings for each Hadoop service from a single interface. The below
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shows that we can change directory paths, JVM heap sizes and many more
settings.

OOZIE
Oozie is a very simple but powerful part of the Hadoop ecosystem. It’s a
workflow engine that enables us to schedule jobs.
It can schedule mapreduce, Pig, Hive, Sqoop, Java and shell script jobs
through the Hue interface, which makes it very intuitive and easy to use.

ZOOKEEPER
Zookeeper is a vital tool for any multi-node clusters. It enables you to build
multi-node applications by offering synchronisation services & configuration
management services into which other tools (e.g. Kafka) can interact.
So, distributed applications can put data into and retrieve data from
Zookeeper. But why? It’s to achieve synchronization between all the servers
of the distributed application.
Zookeeper helps us to solve deadlock and race condition issues:
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Deadlock : when to machines try to access shared resource at the same time.
Specifically, one another's resources which leads to deadlock as neither
system releases the information while waiting for the other to provide it.
Zookeeper synchronization solves this problem.
Race condition: where a machine tries to perform two or more operations at a
time. Zookeeper serialization solves this problem.
Zookeeper is a powerful tool for distributed applications, especially once you
have several nodes.
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06

SECURITY
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HADOOP SECURITY
Below are the core components of a security policy in Hadoop:
ADMINISTRATION

Define policies for the cluster. Who can access
what? From where?
Handled by : Apache Ranger

AUTHENTICATION

Requires us to prove that the user is who they
are they are and are permitted access.
Handled by : Kerberos and Apache Knox
(perimeter security)

AUTHORIZATION

Now that we know who the user is, we need to
find out what actions they are authorized to
carry out.
Handled by: Apache Ranger

AUDIT

What did the users do when accessing the
system?
Handled by : Apache Ranger

DATA PROTECTION

We can encrypt data at rest and in transit to
ensure it is protected.
Handled by : Ranger (at rest) and HDFS (in
transit)

GOVERNANCE

There are a couple of key governance tools
that we can utilize: Apache Atlas and Apache
Falcon

To simplify the above view, we could show the below which takes us through
the different steps of the security in the cluster. We go from: proving who you
are to checking policies to defining what you can do. Finally, we can audit
what you did on the platform.
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APACHE RANGER
Apache Ranger enables us to monitor and manage data security across our
Hadoop cluster. It enables us to define a security policy for users or groups of
the cluster once and apply it across all supported components in the Hadoop
stack.
Ranger currently supports security policies for HDFS, YARN, Hive, HBase,
Storm, Knox, Solr and Kafka. The below diagram highlights the ecosystem
that it supports nicely.
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In the above, the policy admin server is the central interface for security
administration tasks. From here, we can create/update policies, view our audit
data and manage users. The policy admin server supports LDAP, AD and
Unix authentication.
The user sync server enables us to synchronise users from out UNIX, LDAP
or AD groups. The users are stored in ranger but the policy definitions are
stored on the policy database.
Plugins pull policies from the server and store them in the cache locally and
act as an authentication module to evaluate requests before granting access.
The plugin collects data from each request and stores it in the audit database.
In relation to HDFS, the plugin should be installed on all name nodes. The
plugin evaluates requests and provides access based on the policy rules.
Permissions for a user or group can be enforced as policies on databases,
tables, columns, folders and files and can be integrated with our directory
service (e.g. AD) if we wish.
Within Hive, Ranger can control who can carry out select, update, create,
drop, alter, index and lock activities on Hive.
A core Ranger component is their Key Management Service (KMS), which is a
scalable key management service, enabling us to encrypt data at rest in
HDFS; while Hadoop itself manages the encryption of network traffic as it
comes into the Hadoop cluster (via RPC, HTTP, DTP or JDBC).

AUTHENTICATION - KERBEROS
Kerberos authenticates users. It can be complex to configure - to make
everything a lot simpler, we can carry out simplified kerberos setup, config and
maintenance through Ambari.
Kerberos is a network authentication protocol. It is designed to provide strong
authentication for client/server applications by using secret-key cryptography.
It has the following characteristics:
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●
●

●

●

It is secure: it never sends a password unless it is encrypted.
Only a single login is required per session. User credentials are
defined at login are then passed between resources without the need
for additional logins.
The concept depends on a trusted third party - a Key Distribution
Center (KDC). The KDC is aware of all systems in the network and is
trusted by all of them.
It performs mutual authentication, where a client proves its identity to
a server and a server proves its identity to the client.

Kerberos introduces the concept of a Ticket-Granting Server (TGS). A client
that wishes to use a service has to receive a ticket - a time-limited
cryptographic message - giving it access to the server.
Kerberos also requires an Authentication Server (AS) to verify clients. The two
servers combined make up a KDC. Active Directory performs the functions of
the KDC. The following figure shows the sequence of events required for a
client to gain access to a service using Kerberos authentication. Each step is
shown with the Kerberos message associated with it.
Step 1 : The user logs on to the workstation and requests service on the host.
The workstation sends a message to the authorisation server requesting a
ticket granting ticket (TGT).
Step 2 : The authorisation server verifies the user's access rights in the user
database and creates a TGT and session key. The authorisation server
encrypts the results using a key derived from the user's password and sends a
message back to the user workstation.
The workstation prompts the user for a password and uses the password to
decrypt the incoming message. When decryption succeeds, the user will be
able to use the TGT to request a service ticket.
Step 3 : When the user wants access to a service, the workstation client
application sends a request to the Ticket Granting Service containing the
client name, realm name and a timestamp. The user proves his identity by
sending an authenticator encrypted with the session key received in Step 2.
Step 4 : The TGS decrypts the ticket and authenticator, verifies the request,
and creates a ticket for the requested server. The ticket contains the client
name and optionally the client IP address. It also contains the realm name and
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ticket lifespan. The TGS returns the ticket to the user workstation. The
returned message contains two copies of a server session key - one
encrypted with the client password, and one encrypted by the service
password.
Step 5 : The client application now sends a service request to the server
containing the ticket received in Step 4 and an authenticator. The service
authenticates the request by decrypting the session key. The server verifies
that the ticket and authenticator match, and then grants access to the service.
This step as described does not include the authorisation performed by the
Intel AMT device, as described later.
Step 6 : If mutual authentication is required, then the server will reply with a
server authentication message.
The Kerberos server knows "secrets" (encrypted passwords) for all clients and
servers under its control, or it is in contact with other secure servers that have
this information. These "secrets" are used to encrypt all of the messages
shown in the figure above.
To prevent "replay attacks," Kerberos uses timestamps as part of its protocol
definition. For timestamps to work properly, the clocks of the client and the
server need to be in sync as much as possible. In other words, both
computers need to be set to the same time and date. Since the clocks of two
computers are often out of sync, administrators can establish a policy to
establish the maximum acceptable difference to Kerberos between a client's
clock and server's clock. If the difference between a client's clock and the
server's clock is less than the maximum time difference specified in this policy,
any timestamp used in a session between the two computers will be
considered authentic. The maximum difference is usually set to five minutes.

APACHE KNOX
Apache Knox provides perimeter security for Hadoop. It enables us to extend
Hadoop via rest API’s without needing Kerberos but still maintaining
compliance with security policies. We can install, start, stop and configure
Knox via Ambari.
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Knox integrates with Apache ranger for service level authentication and sits on
top of Kerberos. It provides a single access point for REST and HTTP
interactions with the Hadoop cluster.

APACHE ATLAS
Apache Atlas provides a metadata store for Hive, Ranger, Sqoop, Storm,
Kafka, Falcon. This gives us a single view of metadata across the cluster,
which makes searching far more powerful. Additionally, it enables us to map
data lineage – for example, we’ll know if a table was derived from another
table.
A major strength of Atlas is its ability to assign tags to metastable entries. We
can then work with Apache Ranger to define policies based on those tags.
With Atlas, we can implement data classification rules and again, can work
with Apache Ranger to implement policies around data of different
classifications including

SECURITY RECOMMENDATIONS
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Utilize kerberos for authentication
Encrypt files at rest with Rancher
Encrypt files in transit with HDFS
Use a key management service
Use Apache Ranger for consistent management across multiple
modules
Automate deployments for consistent configuration (e.g. Chef and
Puppet)
Use logging and monitoring
Utilize Apache Atlas for data lineage and data classification
Ensure firewall is configured appropriately
Lock down access to the cluster to your local network / VPN
Use SSL everywhere

THE SECURITY PROCESS
When a user makes a request into the cluster (HTTP or REST), the following
will happen:
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1) Knox validates LDAP username and password against LDAP server.
2) Connects to Kerberos to get a Ticket Granting Ticket for access to the
Name Node. This is a short term key that is created by the KDC and
used to encrypt the client-to-server and server-to-client messages
after identity and authorization have been confirmed.
3) Knox validates with Ranger whether the user has access to the
particular data, table or service.
4) If all the above are successful, Knox forwards the request to its
destination.
The above process provides us with a solid security around our Hadoop
cluster. Couple these access provisions with the other recommendations listed
above and you should have a very secure environment to play with.
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